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PUSH-K Solutions Advertising agency was found in 2007 and works all around Ukraine. In 2017 we are also at your disposal.  
You can find the full list of clients on the web site of the agency www.push-k.com.ua  

CLIENTS 
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This list of services allows the 
agency fulfilling complex 
advertisement and event 
projects 

SERVICES 



PROMO since 2007 

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS organisation of massive multi-channel advertising campaigns 
including creative ideas, design, production, media planning around Ukraine. 
 
PROMOTION  full cycle of organisation of gift promotions including purchase, branding and 
legally correct arrangements of gifts giving. 
 
BTL. OFFLINE PROMO promotional campaigns for customers involving promoters and 
consultants. We work around Ukraine. 
 
TRADE POSM development and introduction in sales outlets, merchandising, stimulating 
programmes for trade team, dealers, distributors, retail outlets and other trade partners. 
 
PROMOTIONAL EVENTS events within major occasions where your company act as a 
sponsor; events in sales outlets/places of concentration of target audience; promo tours 
around Ukraine. 



EVENT& MICE since 2007 

EVENT&MICE – organisation of events for Large and Midsize Business, diplomatic missions, 
international organisations. corporate meetings, presentations, talks; corporate celebrations, motivation tours and 

programmes, team building; conferences, congresses, conventions, forums, seminars; exhibitions, image events (festivals, 
charity concerts etc.), PR-events, press tours. 

 
CAPABILITIES – full cycle of event products creation. 
 
PRO PERSONNEL – professional event management is our competitive advantage. Over its 
ten year history the agency has found its place on the market, earned excellent reputation, 
developed impressive portfolio and well-adjusted project management algorithm. 
 

PUSH-K PARTNERS – companies with spotless reputation and years of work experience on 
our projects.  
  
EVENT INDUSTRY – we take notice of the innovations in Ukraine and the world, monitor 
show business. We work with performers only directly and we have a unique base. 
 



CREATIVE IDEAS, DESIGN, PRODUCTION since 2007 

CREATIVE IDEAS are not just goods for sale but quality we put into all products created by 
our agency: ideas for advertising campaigns, marketing, pr, event, design, manufacturing, 
production etc. 
 
 

PRODUCTION ideas, scripts, storyboards, shooting, postproduction. Advertising videos, 

information videos, interviews, reports, infographics, event videos. 
 
DESIGN web and online advertisement, print services, outdoor advertising, posm; KEY 
VISUAL creation for products and advertising campaigns, development of corporate style; 
event design, stage design (stage production, set design) 
 
MANUFACTURING we are always at your service to pick up/design/print/create diverse 
attributes and equipment for advertising and events. Advertising structures, signs, exhibit 
booths, promotional equipment, manufacturing of promotional uniform, textile products, 
branding of textile products; promotional items and logo placement; full range of printing 
services. 



PROMOTION STRATEGIES. We create media plans for advertising campaigns in the web 
basing on the analysis of a number of factors providing a well-reasoned list of promotion 
channels, specifying proportions of their use and giving a forecast of expected results. 

 
SEARCH ADVERTISING We provide professional SEO services: competitive environment 
analysis, SEO strategy elaboration, internal optimisation of web site structure and 
copywriting, meticulous external optimisation. We also create and maintain contextual 
advertising in Google, ADwords and Yandex Direct. 
 
SOCIAL NETWORKS. Content management and promotion in FB, VK, Twitter, Instagram, 
Linkein, YouTube. Social networks increase efficiency of internal advertising, expanding 
communication options between business and customer.  
 

MEDIA ADVERTISING in the WEB. planning and administration of video advertising and 
banner advertising campaigns. 
 

WEB PR&MASS MEDIA. Achieving marketing goals with the help of PR instruments. Events, 
news, unique content, interview, photo reports, expert analytics, ratings can be very efficient 
when appearing in the right time and place. 
 

 
 

ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT since 2011 



WEBSITE CREATION since 2013 

WEB MARKETING BASIS all web sites are created with certain purpose that’s why we should 
analyse marketing side before writing technical specifications: competitors, search queries, 
social functions, content policy, design style, functions and sales chain. 
 
PREPARATION OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS whatever the web project is, we should 
always start from elaboration of detailed technical specifications. We perform all these 

works.   
 
MODELLING, WEB DESIGN, PAGE LAYOUT, PROGRAMMING, MAINTENANCE we have all you 
may need. 
 
There are lots of different web site classifications. BUSINESS CARD WEBSITE one or few pages with 

general information about the company. This is the case when the work should be done quick and for 

reasonable price. LANDING PAGE sometimes web sites are not flexible enough to implement all necessary 

solutions. In this case we create Landing Page that can be fully autonomous. Structure and copywriting is always 

aimed at prompting the user to certain act (order, call, purchase). ONLINE CATALOGUE is a virtual store 

front where the user can find information about characteristics, price, and look of your goods/services and call 

your shop/complete a form to make an order. ONLINE SHOP - a web site that allows you selling the goods 

online. The user can make a purchase order and pay for it and pay for it using one of available payment option 
including without direct contacts with shop manager. 
 



ABOUT THE AGENCY  speaks the СЕО and the founder 

9 

“If you’re reading this text I suppose you’re 
looking for an agency and you have something 
special in mind. Let me tell you a bit about our 
agency: 
 
We started in Kyiv in 2007. We worked hard and 
often for the long run. Today, after ten years, our 
agency earned the reputation of a reliable 
partner, ready to help in any situation. 
 
Our strategy is simple: If a new company comes to 
us we do whatever it takes to make them come 
back. That’s why most of the companies whose 
logos you’ve seen in the list of clients are our 
regular customers.  
 
We are open to new contacts and you’re always 
welcome in our agency.” 

The Founder and CEO of PUSH-K Solutions  

 

Leading experts 
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2007-2016 

SOME PROJECTS 
PUSH-K Solutions 



PROJECT. Promotion with prize drawing and announcement in the printed media, web and sales outlets. 

Scope - all Ukraine. 

CLIENT: ENZYM national manufacturer, leader of the market and exporter of yeast products. Flagship 

brand - LVIVSKI DRIZHDZHI™. 

WE PROVIDED promotion mechanics; involvement of partner (we invited Panasonic Ukraine to 

participate in the project); KEY VISUAL (we also invited Yurii Horbunov, photo production); WEB SITE for 

promotion; media advertisement (planning, maintenance), PR (in cooking PRINT/WEB mass media); SMM 

promotion (creation and maintenance of FB, VK account); database processing and analysis (the 

promotion was accompanied by marketing research); legal and accounting services (official prize drawing 

and gift giving to the winners, tax management). 

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS on a turnkey basis, multichannel promo   

Sketch Photo production Final KEY VISUAL for advertising campaigns 



PROJECT. Administration, legal and accounting services for “OLX Fiesta” national promotion. Scope - all Ukraine. 

CLIENT: OLX.UA leading service of online announcements. 

WE PROVIDED legal services (development of official promotion rules); gift fund; prize drawing (180 winners); 

communication with winners (logistics, official gift giving and support of the winner who won a tour to Barcelona till 

the day of their departure); accounting services for the promotion (taxation management and submission of reports 

on gift fund). 

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN administration, legal and accounting services for 

promotion 

Landing page promo 



PROJECT. Creative ideas, production and promotion of video in the WEB. 

CLIENTS: PANASONIC world manufacturer of consumer electronics including 

household appliances;  ENZYM (LVIVSKI DRIZHDZHI™) domestic producer, leader 

on the market and yeast exporter. 

WE PROVIDED the idea and script (created by our own initiative); audition 
(contemporary dance dancers); choreography (ballet making); film producing and 

shooting; postproduction; promotion (VK, FB, You Tube). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jU2crktVmI  

PRODUCTION, CREATIVE IDEAS our own 

Shooting day Work card for advertising festival 
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BTL  on a turnkey basis, all Ukraine, special personnel and attributes 

PROJECT. Consulting promo on 3D  VIERA TV using innovative promotional booths. 

Scope: all Ukraine, Shopping and Entertainment Centres 

CLIENT: PANASONIC world manufacturer of consumer electronics including TVs. 

WE PROVIDED search and casting of personnel (students of technical departments); 

trainings, certification (arrival of consultants in Kyiv);  full cycle of BTL support (logistics, 

reports, promotional uniform, promotional print services, legal and accounting services). 

All visitors can appreciate the new TV and ask their questions (including technical ones). A line of volunteers eager to check out Panasonic Viera 



PROJECT. Long-term(7 months) multilayer loyalty programme for Ukrainian pet shops including: 

knowledgeable and helpful sales assistants, observance of product display standards and available 

posm. 

CLIENT: KORMOTECH manufacturer, exporter, leader on Ukrainian market of pet 

foodClub4Paws™, Optimeal ™, Gav ™, Meow™. 

WE PROVIDED mechanics (catalogue of 20 pages), introduction (negotiations with pet shops); 

secret shoppers (over 3500 visits); keeping score record (scores gained by shoppers after 

completion of various tasks); gift fund; legal and accounting services. 

TRADE PROMO loyalty programme for linear retail, all Ukraine 

Gift giving Front page of catalogue with conditions of the programme Programme announcement in pet shops 



PROMO-EVENT on a turnkey basis, creative mechanics 

Fan interview with celebrities Models representing categories of tochka.net portal 

PROJECT. Offline promo of web portal during “Kozyrna Party”. A team 

of model entertainers (each corresponded to certain section of the 

web portal) together with video and photo operators were hunting the 

celebrities. Aim: create vibrant presence of the portal (one of the 

partners of the event) and generate fan content for web publications. 

Parameters: Kyiv, over 3,000 participants. 

CLIENT: TOCHKA.NET entertaining web portal 

WE PROVIDED creative idea (representation of portal sections); 

casting, image creation (girls representing the portal categories); 

manufacture of exhibit structures and accompanying attributes.  



BUSINESS-EVENT on a turnkey basis, product presentation 

Presentation video on back projection screen Flight attendant hostess  A part of road illuminated with corporate colour in front of the venue 

PROJECT. Presentation of “Green corridor” insurance product for employees of reginal offices. 

Parameters: 2 days, Kyiv Region, 160 participants. 

CLIENT: Insurance Group “TAS”  one of TOP 3 insurance companies of Ukraine. 

WE PROVIDED creative concept (specially for the purpose of the event); selection and booking of 

venue, show programme (host, performers, show bands, activity zones); video content; sound, 

lighting and projection equipment (individual technical project); interior and exterior decoration (a 

part of road was illuminated with green light); attributes; logistics; event management. 



CORPORATE EVENT on a turnkey basis, 950 participants 

Stage production (premium level) Large screens all around the hall Hosts Chekhov Duet 

PROJECT. New Year corporate party for employees of companies-members 

of the Group. Parameters: Kyiv, 950 participants. 

CLIENT: TAS GROUP one of the biggest finance and investment and 

investment groups in Ukraine.  

WE PROVIDED creative concept, design, show programme (first rank 

Ukrainian celebrities); video content (event concept revealing tool); 

technical support (sound, lighting, multimedia and high altitude 

assembling); stage production (we created unique stage for this event 

according to scenario); attributes, catering; event management of the 

whole project. 



INTERNATIONAL EVENT on a turnkey basis, 250 participants, Kyiv 

Another day during symposium Episode of grand opening  Episode of Farewell Party 

The speech is accompanied by  

video demonstration on 32х9 screen 

PROJECT. 18th European Symposium On Fluorine Chemistry Parameters: Kyiv, 250 participants 

from different countries of the world. 4 months of preparation, 6 days of support, 3 events. 

CLIENT: ENAMINE one of the biggest enterprises in the field of scientific research and 

development of methods for organic compounds synthesis. 

WE PROVIDED event management; selection&booking of venues; a vast list if production 

(attributes, promotional items, conference sets); show programme;(thee evens within the 

symposium); technical support (sound, lighting, multimedia); video content; stage production 

(we built stages and stage setting), catering. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pcXN76QlWY  
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PROJECT. A range of seminars for trade partners all around Ukraine (Kyiv, Dnepr, Lvov, Odessa, 

Kharkov, Mariupol, Nikolayev, Kherson, Zaporozhe, Krivoy Rog, Chernigov, Cherkassy, Rovno, 

Chernigov, Poltava, Vinnitsa, Khmelnitsky, Uzhgorod). 

CLIENT: KORMOTECH manufacturer, exporter, leader on Ukrainian market of pet food 

Club4Paws™, Optimeal ™, Gav ™, Meow™. 

WE PROVIDED selection&booking of conference halls; technical equipment; invitation of 

partners (including 3 stage control of their willingness to attend the seminar); materials logistics; 

organisation of entertaining programmes (after each conference); design of signature project 

style; procurement of gift funds. 

CONFERENCE SERVICE 18 cities tour 

Hostess boys hand over promotional products One of the seminars Invitation 



PROJECT. Optimeal ™ brand page for buyers and distributors (3 languages). 

CLIENT: KORMOTECH manufacturer, exporter, leader on Ukrainian market of pet food 

Club4Paws™, Gav ™, Meow™. 

WE PROVIDED idea (how to sell the products of the trade mark); concept; design; page 

layout, programming (the cats-dogs badge in the top footer changes when scrolling). 

WEB SITE CREATION brand page 

WWW.OPTIMEAL.EU 

Top badge and main screen of the page 

Page with products and pop-up informer (description, contents and package) 
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PROJECT. Long-term design service  

CLIENT: CASTROL  world manufacturer of lubricant materials. 

WE PROVIDE design of advertising material (including adaptation for Ukraine), 

copywriting (including translation); prepress (catalogues, banners, posm). 

DESIGN, ADAPTATION, COPYWRITING for advertising and marketing 

Banners Catalogues 



CONTACT 
www.push-k.com.ua; www.push-k.ua 
01030, UA, Kyiv, 50-Б B. Khmelnytskogo St., lett. “B”, office 51 (legal address);  

03680, UA, Kyiv, 3 Solomenskaya St., office 205-3 (physical address) 

 

+380 44 222-86-94 site@push-k.com.ua 
 
 

             
             

YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME IN OUR AGENCY. 
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